. Consensus requires progress in all runs, while group membership allows runs that "do nothing" (for instance, "doing nothing" is desirable when no process wishes to join or leave the group, and no process crashes).
These differences appear to make group membership weaker than Consensus, and in fact the first one has been widely cited as a resson why group membership is solvable in asynchronous systems while Consensus is not [RB91, ADKM92, DKM93, DMS94, EMS95]. In this paper we prove that this is not so: We define a problem called WGM (for Weak Group Membership) that allows the removal of erroneously suspected processes from the group, and is subsumed by any reasonable definition of group membership, and show that WGM cannot be solved in asynchronous systems with failures.
We first show the impossibility of WGM in systems where communication is reliable and where at most one process may crash, exactly as in [FLP85] . We then extend this negative result to systems that allow program-controlled process crashes. One of the reasons why WGM is weak is that it makes no attempt to "track" failures: In contrsst to most existing group membership services whose goal is to maintain a set of processes that are deemed to be operational (e.g., [RB91, JFR93, BDGB94, DMS94, MSMA94]), WGM does not link the membership of the group with actual or suspected crashes. Indeed, the only WGM requirement that ties the membership of the group to "reality" is a very weak and natural one: If a single process p requests to leave the group, a WGM protocol shoulcl not preclude the possibility that p is indeed the only process removed from the group.
It is important to note that our result applies only to group membership services that attempt to maintain a sing/e agreed view of the current membership of a group (e.g., [RB91, KT91, MPS91, MSMA94, HS95]).
These are known as primay-partition group membership services and are intended for sys. terns with no network partitions, or for systems that allow the group membership to change in at most one network partition, the "primary partition". So-called partitionalde group membership services, which allow multiple views of the group to co.. exist, have also been proposed [JFR93, vRBC+93, BDGB94, DMS94, DMS95, EMS95] . Some remarks about such services are given at the end of this paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define WGM and explain why it is weak. In Section 3, we show the impossibility of WGM in the [FLP85] model of asynchronous systems. The proof is patterned after the one given in [FLP85] with the exception of the starting lemma. In Section 4 we strengthen this impossibility result in various ways, and in Section 5 we extend it tc) systems that allow program-controlled crashes. Section 6 concludes the paper with some observations on group membership services.
2
The WGM Problem
We now describe WGM, a problem that captures a small fragment of what a realistic (primarypartition) group membership service should be able to provide. The impossibility of solving WGM in asynchronous systems with failures implies the impossibility y of implementing more realistic group membership services in such systems. The informal specification of WGM given here is sufficient to understand the scope and meaning of our result; a formal specification in terms of the model of [FLP85] is given in the next section.
Consider a system with n > 4 processes If pl, or p2, or both (and no other process) wish to leave G, then at least one process eventually installs a new view, and no process installs a different new view.
For both i~/1,2}, if pi is the only process that . ----wishes to leave G, then it is possible that some process installs new view U = unit -{pi}. In other words, there is at least one execution in which pi is the only process that wishes to leave G and also the only one removed from G. The second requirement of WGM is natural for any reasonable group membership service. To see this, consider executions in which pi is the only process that wishes to leave G, and in which no failures or failure suspicions occur. It stands to resson that in at least one such execution, pi and only pi is removed from G.
Except for the two executions mentioned in the previous item, there is no restriction on the size or content of the new view: In a single view change WGM is allowed to remove from group G an arbitrary set of processes, including correct processez that did not wish to leave G. This is compatible with any group membership service that is allowed to remove from the group processes that are erroneously suspected to have crashed.
There are no requirements on requests to join the group. Essentially, the only difference stems from the fact that Consensus requires "termination" in all executions, while WGM does not. This affects principally one lemma -the only one whose proof we give in detail here.
The main features of the [FLP85] model are informally highlighted below. The system consists of n processes pl, pz, . . . . p~, that communicate by sending messages over a completely connected point-t-point network. We assume n >4.
Processes execute steps at arbitrary speeds that can vary over time.
At most one process may fail and can fail only by crashing.
Communication
links are reliable but asynchronous: any message sent to a process that does not crash is received with a finite but arbitrary delay.
We expect readers to be familiar with the formalization of this model given in [FLP85] . We therefore do not repeat the definitions of terms already defined in that paper. Instead, we use boldface to indicate the first occurrence of a technical term borrowed from [FLP85] . When the definitions need to be adjusted to the new context (WGM instead of Consensus) we explain the necessary modifications.
Each process is modelled as an automaton. The internal state of each process p contains, among other things, an inpat register ZP and an output regisieryP.
The former holds abinaryvalueindieating whether p initially wishes to leave the group Gor not (ZP = 1 or ZP = O, respectively).
( (In [FLP85] , the output register VPis initially "blank" and is written at most once with process p's decision value of the Consensus.)
An initial configuration can be uniquely identified by a bit vector of length n that gives the value of zp~for each pi, 1< i~n. Recall that WGM specifies the behavior of the system only when pl, pz (or both) are the only processes that initially wish to leave G. Thus, the only initial configurations of interest are the ones corresponding to these three scenarios, namely, C1O= (100...0),co, = (010...0), and CII = (110.. .0).
The WGM problem in asynchronous systems is formally defined as follows.
1.

2.
For every C E {C1O, CO1,Cll}, and every admissible run that starts from C, there is at least one process that installs a new view, and no process installs a different new view.
Starting from CIO (respectively, CO1) there is at least one run such that some process installs new view V1 =~~it -{pl } (respectively, Vz = Knit -{P2}).
Let C be a configuration and let VC be the set of views installed in configurations reachable from C. Formally, Vc = {V13C', 3p : C' is reachable from C, and in C' UP = V}. We say that C is bivaJent if IVcl~2. (In [FLP85] , C is bivalent if the set of decision values of configurations reachable from C contains two elements.)
The impossibility proof of [FLP85] is structured as follows. It first shows that a bivalent initiaJ configuration exists. Then, starting from that bivalent configuration, it constructs an admissible run in which no process decides -contradicting the termination requirement of Consensus (which requires that every admissible run be a deciding run). This line of argument is not directly applicable here because in WGM not every admissible run is required to terminate: only those that start from CIO, CO1 or Cl 1 must result in the installation of a new view. Thus, it is not sufficient to show that some initial configuration is bivalent, but that one of CIO, CO1 or Cll is.
Lemma 1: Clo, Col, or Cll is bivalent.
Proofi If CIO or CO1is bivalent, we are done. Now suppose that neither one of CIO or CO1 is bivalent. We show that in this case C1l must be bivalent.
By the second property of WGM, there is a run that starts from CIO such that a process installs V1. Consider any admissible run R that starts from C1O in which M takes no steps. By the first property of WGM, some process installs a new view V in R. Since CIO is not bivalent, V = V1. Let S be the schedule corresponding to R. Since S contains no steps of p2 and the only difference between C1O and Cll is the value of PZ'S input register, S is also applicable to Cl 1. Hence, from Cll there is a reachable configuration in which some process installs new view V1. By a symmetric argument, from Cll there is a reachable configuration in which some process installs new view V2. Therefore C1l is bivaIent. 
Proof
(Sketch): Let C be a bivalent configuration in {CO1, C1O,Cll} (by Lemma 1 such a C exists). We can now apply the techniques of [FLP85] to construct an infinite admissible run that starts from bivalent C and remains bivalent forever: In this run, no process ever installs a new view -a contradiction to the first requirement of WGM. given in [RB91, Ric93, RB94]. In S-GMP a process p may execute event faultuP(q) indicating that p suspects that q crashed. If this oc-curs, S-GMP requires that eventually either p or q are excluded from the group view. The possibility that p = g is explicitly allowed, and hence p executing f auh UP(p) amounts to a request for selfremoval.
In any csse, self-removal is not necessary to our impossibility result. To avoid self-removals, we can simply: (1) reinterpret the meaning of the initial values, namely, pl hss initial value 1 iff pl requests the removal of p2 (say because pl suspects that p2 has crashed), and pz has initial value 1 iff p2 requests the removal of pl; (2) redefine VI and Vz to be~nit -{p2} and~nit -{pl }, respectively. The impossibility proof does not change.
The first property of WGM requires that no two processes, whether correct or not, disagree on the new view. This is akin to the Uniform Agreement property of [NT90] . One may wonder whether our impossibility result hinges on this uniformity requirement. It is easy to show that WGM remains unsolvable even if we only require that correct processes do not disagree.
The second property of WGM postulates the existence of two runs, one installing new view VI = nit -{pl}, and the other installing V2 =~nit -{P2}. This is a reasonable requirement but it can be weakened without affecting the impossibility result. An examination of the proof shows that all that is necessary is the existence of two runs (one starting from CIO and one from C'ol) that install distinct views, not necessarily VI and V2. Some group membership services have the ability to kill processes that are not faulty. For example, a process that is suspected of being faulty (say be cause it is very slow) can be removed from the group view and instructed to kill itself, even if this process is operational and did not actually fail. Alternatively, a process that has not succeeded in communicating with other processes for a long time, may decide to kill itself. It may appear that such "program-controlled" crashes of processes that hinder the progress of the algorithm make it easier for the remaining processes to install a new group view.
An example of program-controlled crashes appears in the S-GMP group membership protocol given in [RB91, R1c93] . In this protocol, if the process p in charge of coordinating the update of group views comes to believe that a majority of the processes are faulty, it executes an event called crash. This causes p to actually crash, i.e., to stop executing steps. This program-controlled crash is indistinguishable from a "genuine" crash that is due to, say, a hardware failure. [FLP85] . Recall that in M each process is an automaton, and at most one process can stop executing steps at any state. Consider a model of computation denoted M. that is identical to M, except that the automaton associated with any process is now allowed to have a special state, called die, such that if a process enters that state, it stops executing steps. Thus, as in &i, model MC allows at most one process to stop at any state (this models a genuine hardware crash), but unlike M, in &tc any number of processes may stop at the die state (this models program-controlled crashes). Since M~admits program-controlled crashes, the definition of admissible run is different from the one for M: In M, an infinite run is admissible if at most one process stops executing steps, and every message sent to any process that takes an infinite number of steps is received. In MC, an infinite run is admissible if at most one process stops executing steps at a state different from die, and every message sent to any process that takea an infinite number of steps is received. Let de be any algorithm in model Me. Ac consists of a set of automata, one for each process in the system. 'llansform these automata into automata of M as follows: replace each die state with a nop state, such that if a process p enters the nop state, p continues to take steps and in every subsequent step that it takes, regardless of the message it receives (including the "null" message), p remains in the nop state and does not send any messages. This transformation yields an algorithm A without die states, and so A is an algorithm in model M.
We say that two runs are congruent if they start from the same initial configuration and each process installs a new view in one if and only if it installs the same view in the other. We claim that for each admissible run of A in M there is a congruent admissible run of AC in MC, and vice-versa. From this claim and the specification of WGM, AC solves WGM in Me if and only if A solves WGM in M. The theorem then follows immediately from Theorem 1. It now remains to show the claim.
Let r be any admissible run of A in M. Modify r as follows: for each process p that enters state nop, replace the step causing p to enter nop for the first time into a step causing p to enter the state die, and discard all subsequent nop steps of p. It is easy to verify that the resulting run is an admissible run of AC in MC that is congruent to r.
Conversely, let rc be any admissible run of Ac in MC. Let D be the set of processes that enter state die in r,, Let r; be the shortest prefix of rc such that all processes in D have entered die, and r: be the sutlix of r. that follows r:. Modify rc as follows: In the pretlx r:, for each process p in D, replace the step causing p to enter die into a step causing p to enter state nop. In r:, after each step, insert a sequence of steps, one for each process in D; the message received in each of these steps is the oldest one sent to the process taking the step, or the "null" message if no such message exists. It is easy to verify that the resulting run is an admissible run of A in M that is congruent to r=.
This completes the proof of the claim and hence of the theorem. c1
6 Discussion A group membership service provides some kind of agreement among processes on the "current" membership of a group. This agreement requirement must be carefully specified so that two potentially conflicting goals are met:
1.
2.
For i.e.,
It must be weak enough to be solvable.
It must be strong enough to simplify the ds ign of fault-tolerant distributed applications. In particular, it should not be satisfied by trivial or useless protocols.
primary-partition group membership services, those that maintain agreement on a single view of the group at any one time, the impossibility of WGM indicates that these two goals are incompatible in asynchronous systems with failures, even if communication is reliable and processes may only crash. It is important to note that this impossibility resuli? applies to group membership services that are allowed to remove from the group, and even kill, an arbitrary number of non-faulty processes that did not wish to be removed.
Thus, contrary to a widespread view [RB91, ADKM92, DKM93, DMS94, EMS95], the removal or killing of processes that are suspected to have crashed does not contribute to the solvability of the primary-partition group membership problem.
Note that the proof that WGM cannot be solved in asynchronous systems with failures hinges on the following liveness requirement of WGM: If pl or pz request to leave the group then a new view is eventually installed by at least one process in the sy5 tern. Some implementations of primary-partition group membership do not satisfy this liveness requirement: They have runs that "block" forever, or remove or kill all processes. In a recent paper, Neiger proposea a primarypartition group membership specification that is weak enough to be solvable in asynchronous systems, and strong enough to prevent trivial implementations [Nei96] . With this specification, however, a single process crash is allowed to block all processes. So the group membership service that it defines is not fully fault-tolerant:
when a crash occurs safety properties are guaranteed, but liveneaa can be lost.
The impossibility of WGM in asynchronous systems doea not necessarily imply that one cannot implement a primary-partition group membership that works well "in practice" or "most of the time".
After Fischer, Lynch and Paterson proved the impossibility of Consensus, researchers looked for ways to "circumvent" this negative rs uit. First among these were the randomized algorithm of Ben-Or [Ben83], the probabilistic algorithm of Bracha and Toueg [BT83] , and the algorithm by Rabin that ssaumea a shared sequence of random bits [Rab83] . These algorithms solve Consensus with probability 1: even though they admit non-terminating runs, such runs are shown to have probability O, and Consensus is reached within a finite expected number of steps (for a survey of randomized Consensus algorithms see [CD89]). A dHferent way to "circumvent" the impossibility of Consensus, is the addition of (unreliable) failure detectors to the asynchronous model of computation: [CT91] shows that Consensus can be solved using failure detectors that can make an infinite number of mistakes. Since the proof of the impossibility of WGM is almost identical to the one for Consensus, it is very likely that the techniques that were used to "circumvent" the impossibility of Consensue can also be applied to WGM. In fact, we conjecture that it is possible to provide a realistic primarypartition group membership service, with precise liveness guarantees, if one uses randomization (ss in [Ben83, Rab83]), or makes well-defined probability assumptions on the behavior of the environment (as in [BT83] ), or uses failure detectors with welldefined properties (ss in [CT91]).3
In contrast to primary-partition group membership services, partitionable ones allow processes to disagree on the current membership of the group, i.e., several different views of the membership of the group may evolve concurrently and in- By allowing disagreement, such group membership services escape from the impossibility result of this paper. However,. they run into another fundamental problem: their specification must be strong enough to rule out useless group membership protocols, and yet it should be weak enough to remain solvable. 
